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‘For I am Conscious of Nothing against myself, yet I am not by this Acquitted; but the one who
examines me is the LORD [Jesus].’ -1 Corinthians 4:4

The purpose of this discourse is to weigh-in on the conversation regarding how now
People are having ‘to take the COVID-19 Injections. It seems now that the Injections are
‘required’ for ‘Everything’ to ‘Buy and Sell’. As Believers and Followers of Jesus Christ,
one knew this Satanic Day was coming and it has come. Now that the FDA, in the USA
has ‘approved’ the Pfizer COVID-19 Injections are being required. It is ‘mandated’ to
‘live normally’ but especially to keep one’s job and be able to go into a Grocery Store
and buy food and provide for one’s Family, travel, etc. In France, stores have ‘Bouncers’
to refuse People who are not ‘vaccinated’ with an Injection that does not work.
What one will say is from one’s Heart and Conscience. One objects all that. One is
refusing to be Injected with a ‘Poison Death Shot’ as Dr. Zelenko has called the COVID19 Injections. One is living on borrowed time. One’s days are numbered. A total Medical
COVID Tyranny is rolling-out, day-by-day to the point that no Medical and/or Religious
Exemptions will be tolerated. Anyone not complying with the U.N. WHO/CDC Mandated
Vaccination Programs will be ushered into the ‘Interment’ COVID Camps. Realize, that
taking the COVID-19 Injection will not just be a 1 time thing and one is ‘done’.
No, once a person takes the ‘Snake Bite’, the COVID Medical Tyranny arrives with a
whole series of subsequent ‘Boosters’, and for life. And the ones that stand to lose the
most are those that are Conscientious Objectors. Why is one Conscientiously
Objecting? It is because the COVID-19 Injections are not ‘vaccines’. And those that
have Medical and/or Religious Exemptions really only presently have a temporary
reprieve. Soon, the U.N. WHO/CDC Medical Laws are going to be codified into every
Nations’ Administrative Law. In really, it will be the same style of enforcement that the
Soviet Union had. Presently, Communist China has this now with the Social Credit
Score. They are systems implemented to maintain total control over its People.
According to some reports, National COVID related type of Identification Cards are
coming. It will validate ‘Vaccine Status’. This is will be ‘Green Passport’ where QR
Codes are being used in Cell Phones and QR Readers check for one’s Vaccinated
Status. It will also serve to Contact Trace People for COVID and for whatever the latest
Variant is being released. One will not be able to board Airplanes or any kind of Public
Transportation without proof of Vaccination Status. And even if one is ‘current and
updated’, Masks will still be required. They are really to stop the ‘Spread of Descent’.
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COVID Big Brother
So, for a ‘Religious’ People who have ‘Medical Conditions’, one objects to having to
capitulate to an Authoritative Mandate whose Risk outweighs the dismal ‘Benefit’ of their
solution to a Corona Virus, an Injection. It does not prevent Infection, does not prevent
Transmission and does not provide Lasting Immunity. The following is a partial list of
what will be prohibited if one is either refusing or ‘Resisting’ or ‘Hesitant’ in receiving the
regularly scheduled COVID Injections. The ‘List’, is essentially a ‘Death Sentence’.
-Cannot enter Stores to buy Groceries.
-Cannot enter any Public or Private Store.
-Cannot enter any Federal, State and Local Office for any reason.
-Cannot Vote in Elections.
-Cannot enter any School nor graduate.
-Cannot be issued a Driver’s License.
-Cannot have any Public Utilities without ‘vaccinations’.
-Cannot be given any Medical Service.
-Cannot be given any Emergency Care.
-Cannot have any Medical Drug Prescriptions.
-Cannot Marry unless both Members are ‘vaccinated’.
-Cannot be issued a Business License to open a Business.
-Cannot have Children Homeschooled.
-Cannot have 3rd Party acquire Prescriptions, Supplements, and/or of Groceries.
-Cannot travel inter-state without ‘vaccinations’.
-Cannot have a Family if either Parents and/or Children are not ‘vaccinated’.
-Cannot purchase nor possess a Firearm if not ‘vaccinated’.

Based on over a year and a half of Deep Research into what is in these COVID-19
Injections, through Scientific Papers, and Testimony that is only based on the Research
of the Experts and those Scientists and Doctors that have bravely come forth, one is
100% convinced that, personally one will never take these COVID-19 Injections. It is not
that it will be a 1 time thing and done to return to ‘Normal’. No. It will be the ‘hook’ to be
injected into a new serious of ‘Adult Injection Protocols’ to participate in their ‘New
COVID Order’. The Conscientious Objection is due to the following 2 main reasons.
1. Religious/Moral Conviction
One is convinced, beyond Reason that having the COVID-19 Shots all derived from unwilling
and sacrificed Aborted Babies whose Tissue has then been used for Cell Lines to make the
Shots is Immoral. Although some People will argue that ‘No Aborted Tissue is in some of these
COVID-19 Shots’, all have been tested, derived from them initially, despite excuses of being
‘Synthetic’. See numerous articles linked in the Endnotes.
2. Pre-existing Medical Conditions
And then there is the legitimate Fear of Phobia of dying from the RISK of having any unknown
possible Adverse Event due to the weakened condition of one’s Natural Immunity. And this
because of one’s Near Death Experience 3 years ago for which one is still in Recovery Mode
and suffering its effects. As it is, one has needed to take 2 Medical Leaves and have had 2
Emergency Visits already since March of 2020 when the Lockdowns came into place and it was
only asked of the World for 2 weeks to ‘Flatten the Curve’. Remember that?
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Freedom is Slavery
Worse, is the notion of a deranged U.S. Surgeon General that has now advocated the
dismissal of ‘Natural Immunity’. This despite Scientific Papers out of Israel to the
contrary. It is not about a ‘Cure’ for COVID. There can never be a ‘Cure’ for COVID as
that is essentially the Family of the Flu, of Influenza that has plagued Humanity since
recorded history. It is impossible to rid the World of COVID. Yet, endless ‘Variants’ that
are natural-occurring will be and are now being used to justify an endless array of
‘Booster’ Shots that will be required to maintain the COVID Tyranny and State of
Emergency. If there was truly a ‘Cure’ for COVID, Big Pharma would be out of business.
This is why it is not about ‘Curing’ COVID, but Treating it with Injections, permanently
and using it to enslave the entire World where Politics, War and Diplomacy has failed.
And that there can be no other ‘Solution’. One objects to all that. COVID Injections from
here-on-out? Under no circumstances is one, 100% convinced, and with no hesitation
or doubt, whatsoever that, ‘I need to take it’ in order to continue having one’s job so one
can eat and live. It seems the Powers-That-Be want everyone so distribute as to
depend now on ‘Injections’ and Health Mandates. The excuse is an ingenious one, ‘For
the Safety and Welfare of Society’. This is disingenuous. It is not true and one objects.
The Governments of most if not all Nations have signed-on to the U.N. Agenda 2030
that relegates Humanity to be living on ‘worm soup’ and ‘crackers’ in some rented
apartment. As the coming World Reset is designed to accomplish this, Humanity in the
coming ‘Great Biogenetic Leap Forward’ will own nothing and be nothing. Humanity will
be controlled, Digitally from the inside. From the fusion of Bio-Mechanical Tissue
incorporating Liquid Metals and Nano Technology that fuses Man with Machine and the
‘Internet of All Things’. This is the real reason for the Injections. One objects to all that.
Why? One could have a wonderful vision of the Brave New World and Human Potential.
First, such a vision and technology would be wonderful, in deed if it were not coming
from, directed and implemented by the most evil of humans with evil intentions. The
People who are ‘Mandating’ Masks and the Injections upon all Humanity are not
benevolent, God-Fearing People who have every Human Being’s health, wealth and
interest in mind. They side with the Forces of Evil, of the Luciferian kind who are
engaged in Pedophilia, Abortion, Sex-Trafficking, Human Slavery, Wars, Famine, etc.
Such a Cabal seek the destruction and defacing of the Divine Image and Likeness of
YHVH in every Man and Woman on Planet Earth, and one objects to all that.
One has lived long enough and has read enough Scriptures from many ‘Holy Books’ to
realize that the ‘End has Come’. This is especially true of the Christian Bible and how
Jesus warned of what is literally occurring now, Biblically, a Medical Tyranny. If one has
to consider, ‘No Jab, No Job’, this is a violation of one’s Human Rights. But here lies the
problem for the Luciferian Globalists. They see one who ‘Objects Conscientiously’ as
not ‘Human’ nor having Human Rights then. And if so, not to be honored nor respected
any longer going forward in this COVID plandemic. Medical Tyranny has descended as
a Demonic Spell cast upon the whole World. The point in saying all this that one knows
what it is to live in a country where Human Rights will not be honored nor respected.
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Reversal of Sanity
One knows what it is like to live under the Tyrannical Rule of the Oligarchy that keeps
its Power by dumbing-down the People and keeping them dependent on an
Authoritarian Government by way of ‘Fear’ and Mandates. One knows what it is to
‘starve’ and not have a place to stay. Coming from the 3rd World, that was one’s life and
what one escaped from to come to an Amazing Country like the USA once was. But as
one has witnessed over the decades, these same Powers-That-Be now seek to inject
every Human Being like ‘Chickens’. And they have successfully made the USA into a 3rd
World Nation to do it through. Why? The USA has been impeding the Luciferian
Globalists, who are Eugenicist Psychopaths. The USA once had a vibrant Middle Class.
The bedrock was the Family Unit, the Church and living for what was Right and Good.
Now, the Spirit of Baphomet has descended across the World to ‘Divide and Conquer’.
It has been a Luciferian Spell cast upon the Land to make everything be reversed by
Deception. Good is Bad. Bad is Good. Up is Down. Down is Up. Man is Woman,
Woman is Man. And one objects to all that. If anyone has traveled abroad, especially to
South America, Africa, Asia, one will realize that what makes a 3rd World is how you
have extremes. You have the ‘very’ Rich and ‘very’ Poor and they live side by side.
There is no Middle Class in the USA anymore. It was the bedrock and backbone of the
Nation and what made it ‘Great’. America was ‘Great’ because it was ‘Godly’. It was
Christian. Since after World War 2, really, it has turned its back on Jesus mostly.
And those that call themselves ‘Christians’ have degenerated into what Jesus foretold
would occur and be, the Laodicean type of Church that would be the last rendition and
condition to close out the Church Age before His return. That it would have ‘a Form of
Godliness but have no Power’. This Luciferian Spirit of Division by design has been
implemented through COVID-19 ‘Mandated’ Injections in the pretext of ‘Saving
Humanity’. Instead, it will be its demise and enslavement. It is about ‘Divide and
Conquer’. A Nation divided cannot stand. Medical and/or Religious Exemptions are only
buying a little more time. Those Enemies of what is True and Just that have taken
control of all aspects of the World have made it so that any Conscientious Objection,
Courage, Power and Resolve are all but either destroyed or at best, compromised.
And this thanks to the Mass Psychoses that has convinced more than half of the
Population in the USA that the COVID-19 Health Measures, Injections, Masks and
Lockdowns are ‘good’ and needed. And that those opposing ‘Science’, the WHO, CDC,
Gates and Fauci will eventually need to be removed from Society. This is already a
reality as Families are having their Children taken from them if they are not being
allowed to get ‘vaccinated’ or the Parent is not ‘vaccinated’, for example. One objects,
but this is the Plan. Thus, based so far on what one has researched about the COVID19 Shots, it is NOT the Mark of the Beast in the Biblical sense. A precursor to the
System and Platform? Most definitely. But one is 100% convinced that by taking the
COVID-19 Shots, one will NOT lose one’s Salvation only found in Jesus nor be Damned
Eternally to burn in the Lake of Fire. One may lose one’s Physical Life. Why? All the Big
Pharma Corporations made a sweat deal with the WHO, CDC, FDC. They skipped the
Animal Trials and are injecting Humans with the new mRNA type of technology.
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No Fear, No Compromise
The reason the COVID-19 Injection roll-out had to be at ‘Warp Speed’ was to get the
Injections into People as fast as possible before the People started to wake-up from
their Mass Psychosis induced and realize they have been and are ‘Human Guinea
Pigs’. Now, because one has lived without a place to stay and has gone without food,
and one does not have a Family to worry about, one has ‘No Fear’ anymore. On the
contrary, one grew-up with such Fears…of exactly all that has been mentioned above.
In the 3rd World, it was all about these ‘Fears’. Where is one going to say? What is one
going to eat? Who is going to protect and provide? No one. But having had the Near
Death Experience and being ‘Carried by Jesus’. One rested in His arms.
It is Jesus that took away all such Fear of worrying about where one’s next meal will
come from, having a warn bed and roof over one’s head and who will provide and
protect this ‘Fearful’ person. No more. But there are those who have not had this
personal experience, nor reassurance. Such have a Family to feed. The point is that if
one takes the COVID-19 Shots, as the only option to be able to eat and provide for
one’s Family, this Conscientious Objector will not judge, condemn or look and treat such
People less for it. And especially for those that are Followers of Jesus, it is not a
Salvation Issue. Now, if one believes these COVID-19 Injections are the Mark of the
Beast, then NO! But based on the mere Medical Threat and Adverse Effect Risk of its
un-proven track record and VAERS Death Counts? It should be a NO!
As one has assessed, the COVID Injection Mandates are a Psychological Operation
imposed by Globalist Eugenicists who are Luciferian. The U.N. is run by them, Lucis
Trust and all, etc. And their practices and schemes are no different now that they were
since Biblical Times to World War 2. Such are the ones who perfected the Worship of
Ba’al to sacrifice Babies by burning them alive in the arms of the blazing Molech God,
the Horned Owl or Bull representation of Lucifer. And this is why the WHO, CDC and
the FDA are going after the Christians and Children ultimately. But they want the
Parents to administer the Death Shot to their Children themselves so they are not
culpable. And in fact, one cannot sue the Companies for Death and/or Damages. The
Mass Psychosis and Luciferian Deception is that they have the whole World thinking it
is a ‘Good Vaccine’. Bad is Good. Good is Bad, etc. And one objects to all that.
And why would anyone in their right mind Resist, Hesitate or not ‘believe’ in Science?
The Risk of Physical Death or Permanent Damage is too great to be taking the COVID19 Injections and worse, to be giving it to your Little Ones. One objects still to all this.
Trust Jesus for one’s provisions. Now, if a person or especially a Follower of Jesus
does not take the COVID-19 Injections and takes a stance against them, one does not
know how Jesus will provide, protect one and one’s Family. But one knows that in one’s
case, what one thought was an end, a ‘Red Sea Moment’, personally….has always
became an Open Door through the Sea after all. One has been blessed in hind-sight, all
the time. So, as the situation is getting critical now for everyone and in particular the
Body of Christ on Planet Earth. It is time perhaps to be leaving Planet Earth as the
Luciferians clammer that the Body of Christ on Earth has over-stayed its welcome.
Regardless, it is critical for all of Humanity to stay ‘human’, if one takes the Shots.
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Mind of Christ Jesus
The Body of Christ Jesus needs the ‘Mind of Christ’ and instructions from the Head,
Jesus. The Bride needs to be focused, not ‘Fearful’ nor caught-up in the Satanic Spell of
COVID. It needs to have a clear ‘Channel’ of Communication, that is Prayer, Fellowship,
Study and Worship. Jesus needs to be free to communicate to His Body at this dire
junction in Human and Church Age History. Here is one’s personal reasoning for not
taking the COVID-19 Shots, as a Conscientious Objector, even though the World,
Neighbors, Friends, Colleagues, Family, etc., think one is the ‘crazy’ one for not doing it.
From the research one has been able to learn, one is able to articulate a very simple list
of objections.
1. One has insisted that these particular types of COVID-19 Injections:
-Are not a 'vaccine'.
-Have all been made/derived from Aborted Baby Tissue Cell Lines.
-That it is 90% Graphene Oxide which is a Petroleum by-product and toxic.
-That they have Hydrogel which is toxic.
-That they have PEG Poly Ethylene Glycol which is a toxin.
-That they have Lipid Particles that are toxic.
-That they have Nano Particles or ‘Bots’ need not be there for purposes of Immunity.
-That they have mRNA type of technology that can 'Transcribe' into ones DNA.
-That Protein Spikes produced will damage Red Blood Cells and cause Micro Blood Clots, etc.

...That one does not want these types of Elements introduced into ones’ Body.
2. One thus has a Phobia or a FEAR of dying because one's weakened Immunity due to prior
Medical Conditions. If one takes this type of COVID-19 ‘Vaccine’. Look it up, the ADA Law
honors and protects the Category of having a Phobia as a ‘Mental Condition’ for qualifying for a
Disability and thus a ‘Protected Status’ needing Accommodation by Law. This is for the USA, so
not sure if such provisions are applicable in other Nations.

Thus, one cannot, in Good and Clear Conscience take the COVID-19 Injections,
Medically because of one’s Liver Damage and other prior Medical Complications.
3. That based on the CDC’s own VAERS, over 13,000 People have reportedly died after they
had taken the COVID-19 Shot alone. Only about 1% of Adverse Events are being reported. And
over 500,000 People have reported Adverse Reaction from it. These statistics are as of
September, 2021. More People have died in past 18 months than last 10 years of COVID shots.
4. That one genuinely has, thus a 'Fear' of PHOBIA of taking the COVID-19 'Vaccine' because
one’s Body would not resist any possible Adverse Effects and one does not want and will not
take that Risk. All the while, the Big Pharma Corporations that make these Poison Death Shots
as Dr. Zelenko has called them have 100% Immunity from Lawsuits. It is they that are totally
‘Protected’ and have ‘Zero Risk’. And they are the ones getting Sickly Rich as People become
Sickly Poorer due to the forced Lockdowns.

One has to insist and plead with the ‘Pro-Science’, ‘Pro-Vaxxers’ that this is not your
regular ‘Vaccine’. They think such People like one who is Conscientiously Objecting are
only having 'excuses’ and are being ‘Selfish’. And that, 'One does not know what one is
talking about.' They mock one and one’s other Colleague who question the ‘Science’.
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Medical Martial Law
And they try to intimidate those that ask questions or are ‘Hesitant’, ‘Resisters’, etc. No
Critical Thinking is allowed; Censorship rules. This is part of the Mass Psychosis and
ploy of using the ‘Divide and Conquer’ technique. They say, ‘Trust Science’. ‘Believe the
Doctors’. ‘Have Faith in the vaccines’. When has Science become a Religion? This is
the problem with the half what has bought into the COVID-19 Hysteria and Mass
Psychosis. There is no more Scientific Method allowed that seeks Truth or Questions
Facts. What is occurring is a COVID Medical Tyranny that everyone must and will Obey.
One objects to all that. One can only reiterate the List of what is in the COVID-19
Injections.
This is despite what the Companies are not disclosing as potential dangers. So, if a Toy
is killing over 10,000 Children, and the Companies are Immune from Lawsuits and
Liability due to Congress and Protective Laws in their favor, is that ok? And that Toy is
allowed to be manufactured and sold still? And worse, the Governments Mandate the
purchase of such Toys exclusively? What does one call that? If the Inventor of the
mRNA Vaccine, Dr. Malone of the SALK Institute has publicly stated on many public
platforms that 'this type of mRNA 'Vaccine' should not be given', one would think that
the People for the COVID Injections would listen. They do not. It is ‘Misinformation’.
If it is not coming from Fauci, it is not ‘Fact, Science and Truth’. Realize that as one’s
Medical Doctor may not write that one should be exempt from taking the COVID-19
vaccine on Medical Grounds, one is at their Mercy. For sure the COVID Beast System
is against the People. And that the Schools, Businesses, can interpret any ‘Exemption’
as they wish and deny them. There is more leeway from Independent Doctors to give
Medical Exemptions but Religious Exemptions will not be respected nor upheld legally.
As one has communicated to one’s Supervisor, Family and Friends, even if one does
receive an Exemption, either Medical and/or Religious one, one’s days are numbered.
Sooner or later, the CDC’s Operation Shielding Approach will be the Order, along with
many other Executive type of Orders whereby those ‘Un-Vaccinated’ will have to be
forcibly removed from Society. As it is, there is again an uptick in recruitment from the
U.S. Army for ‘Internment Specialists’. This started since the Obama Year and was to
have been executed in Hilary’s Term. However, Trump go in the way and the whole rollout was postponed, but not without the help of Trump after all in the end with Operation
Warp Speed. All such Conscientious Objectors such as oneself, will be ‘Interned’ into
COVID-Camps. And one objects to all that.
So, for the time being, if a Letter of Medical and/or Religious Exemption is accepted and
granted, it will only be a temporary reprieve. Most People are convinced the COVID-19
Injections are a ‘vaccine’, despite not being ‘Safe and Effective’ after all. And yet these
same People still believe in them as the ‘Only Cure’. Is this not evidence of a Mass
Psychosis, then one does not know what one is. And saying that to such People, no one
will be able to argue against their Mass Psychosis. To them, their interpretation and
‘Religion’ of ‘Science’ says that it is People like one with such Medical Conditions and/or
Complications are the ones that should be getting the Shots first.
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One would have to disagree with them as a Conscientious Objector and that is when
People get mad. Why? It is because it goes contrary to all their Medical Training and or
‘understanding’ of Germ Theory. As one knows, what the Doctors and Scientist say and
believe is Gospel. And what one has to say or believe does not matter. Medical and/or
Religious Exemptions are not valid. Conscientious Objections are not valid. Only COVID
Injections are valid. One is very disappointed in ‘Science’ despite knowing one’s
Medical Pre-Existing Conditions.
The so-called ‘People of Science’ do not care about Exemptions and there is no
sympathy, mercy or support for a Conscientious Objector. Not even in Canada
anymore. But this is the World…the ‘System’, the Beast System so what does one
expect? And for good measure, one interjects the Logic and Reason of the following,
that leaves some of them with a blank stare but still fall back on ‘Science’.
So, one reiterates; one Conscientiously Objects to taking the Mandated COVID-19
Injections. What is the Cost-Benefit vs. the Risk if after one takes the COVID-19
Injections? The Outcome is that All the possible RISKs are assumed and consumed,
literally into one’s Body and yet one is no better if one had not taken the COVID-19
Injections. What are the Risks? There were more than 20 Risk Factors to include Death
as presented in the FDA rushed Zoom Meeting that approved the Emergency Use
Authorization.
The FDA fraudulently approved the Emergency Use Authorization to ‘experiment’ on
Human Beings with such never-before tested on Human Being new, mRNA type of
technology for Corona Viruses. But Animal Trials was not and is not their Plan. One
objects to all that. The Risk? One could be either Dead or suffer permanent life-long
Adverse Effects. Then the COVID-19 Injections have proven, by Walensky of the CDC
and Fauci, both stating on U.S. National TV that the COVID-19 Shots are not Effective
after all in the following Outcomes.
-Do not prevent Infection if one takes the Shot.
-Do not Prevent Transmission of virus to others.
-Do not acquire Lasting Immunity.
-Do still have to wear a Mask that are not designed to stop COVID-19.
-Is not affective against the Variants that are planned subsequently…

One objects to all that. So, who is the Crazy One here, Pray Tell for Conscientiously
Objecting to taking the ‘Poison Death Shots’? One states here that one would rather
take the 'Risk' of a COVID-19 Infection, as ‘Infections’ do not equal Death. And that with
Early Treatment, one would have over a 90% chance of Recovery and Survival Rate,
according to the CDC’s own Statistics.
So, this Conscientious Objector and the entire World, for that matter would rather be
better-off if that Risk of NOT taking the COVID-19 Injections were taken and not on
something that is Experimental and unknown. The Big Pharma Corporations have no
legal obligation to reveal what ‘Secret Ingredients’ their COVID-19 Poison Death Shots
contain that might cause Damage and/or Death. One objects to all that.
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Resources
Fetal Cells in COVIC-19 Vaccines
https://avoicefortruth.com/covid-19-vaccines-using-aborted-fetal-cell-lines/
PDF List of Vaccines Using Aborted Fetal Cells
https://avoicefortruth.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/2021-US-Aborted-Fetal-Cells.pdf
Infographics
https://avoicefortruth.com/information-sheets/
25-Page White Paper PDF, Abortion, the Human Fetal Cell Industry & Vaccines
https://avoicefortruth.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/White-Paper-Abortion-HumanFetal-Cell-Industry-Vaccines.pdf
VAERS is the Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System put in place in 1990. It is
a voluntary reporting system that has been estimated to account for only 1% (see
the Lazarus Report) of vaccine injuries. OpenVAERS is built from the HHS data
available.
vaers.hhs.gov
VAERS COVID Vaccine Data
Reports of Vaccine Adverse Events Reporting System including Nondomestic
Reports.
https://www.openvaers.com/covid-data
‘This Ends The Debate’ – Israeli Study Shows Natural Immunity 13x More
Effective Than Vaccines At Stopping Delta
https://harbingersdaily.com/israeli-study-natural-immunity-13x-more-effective-thanvaccines/
MedRXIV Study
https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.08.24.21262415v1
Moderna Production Can Resume After Metal Contamination
https://www.jpost.com/breaking-news/metallic-powder-suspected-in-japans-modernavaccines-677865
You Can’t Sue Pfizer or Moderna if You Have Severe COVID Vaccine Side Effects.
Government Won’t Compensate You for Damages Either
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/12/16/covid-vaccine-side-effects-compensation-lawsuit.html
Countermeasures Injury Compensation Program (CICP)
https://www.hrsa.gov/cicp
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Holocaust Survivors Send Open Letter to the MHRA Demanding an End to the
COVID-19 Vaccine Roll-Out Because They Are Seeing Another Holocaust Unfold
https://dailyexpose.co.uk/2021/08/26/holocaust-survivors-send-open-letter-to-the-mhrademanding-an-end-to-the-covid-19-vaccine-roll-out-because-they-are-seeing-anotherholocaust-unfold-before-their-eyes/
CDC Operation Shield Approach
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/global-covid-19/shielding-approachhumanitarian.html
CDC Quarantine Stations in the USA
https://www.cdc.gov/quarantine/quarantinestations.html
Related Articles
Free COVID Resource Page about Dangers of Taking COVID-19 Injections
https://www.postscripts.org/covid.html
#532: THE KILLING OF THE MIND
https://www.postscripts.org/ps-news-532.html
#528 THE GREAT CULLING
https://www.postscripts.org/ps-news-528.html
#529: THE POISON DEATH SHOT
https://www.postscripts.org/ps-news-529.html
#370: PILLARS OF THE SACRED SPACE – A Spell Cast of Delusion
https://www.postscripts.org/ps-news-370.html
#504: OPERATION WARP SPEED
https://www.postscripts.org/ps-news-504.html
Videos
5G, Vaccines, Smart Dust and The One World Order Beast System Exposed!
https://www.bitchute.com/video/NnnstekeQEsL/
The Mask Ritual Continues!
https://www.bitchute.com/video/c2tF5GcBy0Xb/
JOKER It is Just a Mask!
https://www.bitchute.com/video/QYWi8WmqgzZg/
Land of Mask Confusion by Nicholson1968
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GNVt2cJhlvM
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